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The scs and scs9 Insulator Elements
Impart a cis Requirement
on Enhancer–Promoter Interactions

between the enhancer and promoter but are not orienta-
tion-dependent (Kellum and Schedl, 1992; Cai and Lev-
ine, 1995; Dunaway et al., 1997). Insulator activity there-
fore depends on the position of the element with respect
to the enhancer and promoter, yet the element itself has
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no inherent functional asymmetry.
Several models for the scs and for other insulatorSummary

elements, such as the suppressor of Hairy wing binding
sites from the Drosophila gypsy transposon and theThe Xenopus rRNA enhancer activates its cognate
chicken b-globin insulator, have been suggested. Thesepromoter when the two elements are placed on oppo-
include higher order chromatin structure (Udvardy et al.,site rings of dimeric catenanes. Here we show that
1985; Kellum and Schedl, 1991; Vasquez and Schedl,when scs elements flank either the enhancer or pro-
1994), tethering to restrict DNA movement (Chung etmoter in catenanes, the enhancer cannot activate the
al., 1993), blocking a process that facilitates enhancerpromoter on the ring in trans. A series of catenanes
activation (Chung et al., 1993; Morcillo et al., 1996), andcontaining differentpermutations of the insulators, en-
acting as a decoy or trap for the enhancer (Geyer, 1997).hancer, and promoters shows that when insulators
Although the available data do not unambiguously dis-are present, the enhancer is permitted to activate the
tinguish among these models, it is clear that the insulatorpromoter only when both elements are on the same
elements do not form a repressive chromatin structurepiece of DNA with no intervening insulator. These re-
that prevents accessibility of transcription factors orsults suggest that insulators have the potential to
recombinases to the DNA (Cai and Levine, 1995; Scottblock enhancer–promoter interactions between chro-
and Geyer, 1995; Dunaway et al., 1997).mosomes and between independent topological do-

Dimeric catenane analysis addresses whether a con-mains within a chromosome.
tinuous path of DNA is required between two DNA ele-
ments or whether the DNA between two elements isIntroduction
simply a means of holding the two elements in high local
concentration. This method has been used to determineAn unresolved question in eukaryotic transcriptional
the mechanism of sensing the orientation of sites forregulation is how transcription units are organized in
site-specific recombination (Benjamin et al., 1985; Crai-the chromosome so that promoters are activated by
gie and Mizuuchi, 1986), to demonstrate the necessitytheir cognate enhancers, but not by inappropriate en-
for DNA tracking for type I restriction endonucleaseshancers. Experiments using either dimeric catenanes or
(Szczelkun et al., 1996), and to distinguish betweentwo linear DNAs linked by a streptavidin bridge suggest
tracking and random collision mechanisms for transcrip-that enhancers activate promoters through a random
tional and recombinational enhancers (Dunaway and

collision mechanism (Dunaway and Dröge, 1989; Müller
Dröge, 1989; Kanaar et al., 1989; Wedel et al., 1990;

et al., 1989; Wedel et al., 1990), resulting in formation
Herendeen et al., 1992). Since the Xenopus laevis rRNA

of a DNA loop (Su et al., 1990, 1991). If this is generally
enhancer activates the rRNA promoter when the two

true, enhancers and promoters on different chromo-
elements are placed on separate rings of dimeric cate-

somes or in separate loops of a model chromosome
nanes (Dunaway and Dröge, 1989), and the scs and scs9

with sequential radial loops could freely interact.
elements block enhancer-activated transcription of this

Insulator elements, also called boundary elements, enhancer–promoter pair in a Xenopus oocyte microin-
may have the role of defining a transcriptional domain

jection assay (Dunaway et al., 1997), we were in a posi-
in vivo. One set of insulator elements, the scs and scs9

tion to use dimeric catenanes to probe the mechanism
elements, was identified first through nuclease sensitiv-

of the enhancer-blocking activity of the scs and scs9
ity studies of the Drosophila melanogaster 87A7 heat insulator.
shock locus (Udvardy et al., 1985) and has been shown We show here that the scs and scs9 elements have
to protect an integrated reporter gene from negative the remarkable ability to block enhancer-activated tran-
position effects and from activation by endogenous en- scription in dimeric catenanes where the scs elements
hancers (Kellum and Schedl, 1991). The observation that flank the promoter or the enhancer. When the scs is
the scs and scs9 elements protect the promoter from isolated on a catenane ring, however, it has no effect
activation by endogenous enhancers provided the basis on enhancer-activated transcription. The ability of the
for the enhancer-block assay, the most commonly used insulator elements to block the enhancer on a separate
and well-defined assay available for these elements. catenane ring suggests that the insulator confers a re-
In the enhancer-block assay, the insulator element is quirement on the enhancer to activate a promoter in cis.
placed between an enhancer and promoter, and en- In the presence of insulators, therefore, an enhancer
hancer-activated transcription is measured (Kellum and may activate a promoter only when both elements are
Schedl, 1992). The scs and scs9 insulators block en- on the same DNA segment with no intervening insulator
hancer-activated transcription only when positioned elements. The ability of these insulators to prevent com-

munication between an enhancer and promoter on sep-
arate rings of DNA suggests that scs elements have the*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Enhancer-activated transcription has now been repro-
duced in vitro, and these results strongly suggest that
the two templates compete for the transcription factor
xUBF, which competes in turn for Rib1 (SL1) (McStay
et al., 1997).

We have previously shown that efficient enhancer-
activated transcription occurs when the Xenopus rRNA
enhancer and promoter are placed on separate rings of
a dimeric catenane (Dunaway and Dröge, 1989). This
experiment showed that a continuous piece of DNA is
not necessary for enhancer-activated transcription, sug-
gesting that the enhancer interacts with the promoter
through random collisions. Although these experiments
showed that enhancer-mediated activation can occur
in dimeric catenanes, the question of whether random
collision is the preferred or only mechanism of enhancer-
activated transcription for this enhancer–promoter pair
remains. To further address this possibility, we designed
dimeric catenanes where two identical promoters com-Figure 1. The rRNA Enhancer Has No Preference for Promoters
pete for a single enhancer. In these catenanes, one pro-in cis
moter is located on the same ring with the enhancer(A) Plasmid constructs. The plasmid constructs used in this paper

are numbered sequentially and plasmid maps are shown in Figure while the second promoter is on the opposite ring. We
6. The catenated form of the plasmid is designated by the construct will use the term cis to mean that two DNA elements
number and cat. The cartoons show the composition of the catenane are on one catenane ring and trans to indicate that the
rings and the relative positions of the key elements within the rings.

elements are on opposite rings.Neither the rings nor the parent plasmids are drawn to scale. A
In these experiments, coinjection of plasmids 1 andclosed ellipse represents the rRNA enhancer, open boxes labeled

2, where only plasmid 2 contains an enhancer, resulted40 and 52 indicate the two rRNA reporters, and arrows indicate the
direction of transcription. in enhancer-activated transcription of more than 50-fold
(B) Quantitative transcription analysis. The ratio of transcription from (Figure 1). However, when both reporters are placed on
the 40/52 promoter was determined by quantitation of phosphorim- the same plasmid, the ratio of transcription levels is 1,
ager data as described in the Experimental Procedures. The average indicating that the enhancer activates both promoters
of three independent experiments and standard error is shown. The

equally (Figure 1, plasmid 3). When plasmid 3 is recom-transcription ratios from the unrecombined plasmids are shown by
bined in vitro to yield catenane (cat) 3 and assayed byopen bars, and closed bars are used to graph relative transcription

of the catenanes. The dashed line on the graph marks a transcrip- microinjection, the enhancer shows a 5-fold preference
tional ratio of 1 (i.e., the point at which transcription from both for the promoter in cis, rRNA 40. Although there is a
reporters is equal). This is indicated on all subsequent graphs as preference for the promoter in cis in the dimeric cate-
well.

nane, the preference is reduced 10-fold compared to(C) S1 nuclease assay.
the case where separate plasmids are coinjected (com-
pare 2 1 1 to 3cat).

potential to prevent interactions betweenenhancers and We reasoned that the higher transcription level of the
promoters on different chromosomes. 40 reporter in catenane 3 might be due to the proximity

of the enhancer to this promoter, not to a truepreference
Results for a promoter incis. To test this possibility, the enhancer

was placed approximately equidistant to both reporters
The rRNA Enhancer Has No Significant (Figure 1, plasmid 4). Again, the transcription ratio for
Preference for a Promoter in cis the promoters in the unrecombinedplasmid is 1, indicat-
The enhancer-block assay for insulator elements is in- ing that the enhancer activates the two promoters
herently complicated because it assays interference in equally. When construct 4 is recombined to yield cate-
the complex process of enhancer-activated transcrip- nane 4, theenhancer activates the twopromoters almost
tion. Therefore, the interpretations of the insulator ex- equally, indicating that there is no significant preference
periments are at least partly dependent on how well we for the promoter in cis with respect to the enhancer. The
understand enhancer-activated transcription itself. The simplest interpretation of these results is that enhancer-
assay that we use for enhancer-activated transcription activated transcription occurs by random collision in
is a competition assay in which two plasmid constructs this enhancer–promoter pair in the oocyte.
are coinjected into the nucleus of Xenopus oocytes
(Reeder et al., 1983; Labhart and Reeder, 1984). The two
plasmids contain identical Xenopus rRNA promoters Stable Transcription Complexes Are Formed

within Minutes after Injectiondriving marked transcripts, but one plasmid also con-
tains an rRNA enhancer. When the two plasmids are The time that transcriptional activation of microinjected

templates occurs in the oocyte bears upon the modelscoinjected, the enhancer-bearing plasmid has a tran-
scriptional advantage of 10- to 50-fold, depending on for insulator activity and on the catenane experiments

in general. If chromatin plays an important role in thethe batch of oocytes and the distance between the en-
hancer and promoter (Figure 1, constructs 1 and 2). scs mechanism, then the relative times of transcription
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When only 2 min elapse before the enhancer-containing
plasmid is injected, the transcription ratios are the same
as when the plasmids are coinjected (Figure 2B, lanes
5 and 6), indicating that stable transcription complexes
have not yet formed. However, when injection of the
second plasmid is delayed for 4 min, the transcription
ratio for the two plasmids is approximately 1. This indi-
cates that template 1, containing only a promoter, has
assembled stable transcription complexes prior to injec-
tion of template 2, thus allowing the promoter in tem-
plate 1 to escape competition with the enhancer-con-
taining template. Similar results to the 4 min time point
are obtained for injection of the second template after
longer time intervals, showing that the transcription
complexes are stable during the remainder of their incu-
bation in the oocyte, about 18 hr. These results show
that stable transcription complexes form on the injected
templates within 4 min after injection, while complete
chromatin assembly requires 4 hr (Dunaway, 1990; Du-
naway et al., 1997). Further, comparison of the time
course of template commitment with previous experi-
ments that monitored relaxation of injected plasmids
or decatenation of injected plasmids (Dunaway, 1990)
shows that stable transcription complexes are formed

Figure 2. Stable Transcription Complexes Are Formed within Min- before either relaxation or decatenation is completed.
utes after Injection

Since the scs and scs9 insulators efficiently block en-
(A) Experimental strategy. Because of the short time points being hancer-activated transcription, these results suggestdone in an oocyte injection experiment, two people injected oocytes.

that the scs acts within minutes after injection, longInjector 1 injected template 1 while injector 2 injected template 2
before bulk chromatin assembly is completed. There-at the times specified in the figure. At the shortest time points, it

was necessary to use small pools of oocytes. This plus the speed fore, unless the transcriptionally active templates have
at which each injector was required to work resulted in considerable a special chromatin assembly mechanism that occurs
variation in the amounts of template injected. Therefore, the tran- concomitantly with assembly of the transcription com-
scriptional ratio between the two templates is not as accurate as plex, it is unlikely that the enhancer-blocking activity of
in the other experiments in this paper.

the scs is dependent on chromatin structure.(B) Transcription analysis. Lanes 1 and 2, identical promoters driving
marked transcripts injected as a control; lanes 3 and 4, template 1
and 2 coinjected; lanes 5–14, template 1 injected at t0 and template The scs and scs9 Elements Prevent
2 injected at the indicated times. Enhancer-Activated Transcription

on Dimeric Catenanes
activation and chromatin assembly are critical. Further, The experiments above lay the groundwork for analysis
catenanes are rapidly decatenated after injection into of the scs and scs9 insulator elements on dimeric cate-
the oocyte (Dunaway, 1990). Therefore, the efficiency of nanes. We constructed plasmids that can be recom-
enhancer-activated transcription in dimeric catenanes bined in vitro to produce catenanes which contain the
suggests that transcriptional activation occurs very rap- rRNA promoter and enhancer plus the scs and scs9
idly after injection (Dunaway and Dröge, 1989; Figure 1). elements (Figure 3). Plasmid 5, pPD40E, was used in the

By measuring accumulated transcripts, we have pre- previous study to demonstrate that the rRNA enhancer
viously shown that the scs insulator blocks enhancer- efficiently activates transcription in dimeric catenanes
activated transcription in the oocyte before injected (Dunaway and Dröge, 1989). Transcription in the unre-
plasmids are fully assembled into nucleosomes (Duna- combined plasmid is enhanced 15-fold compared to the

reference promoter, and this level of activation is typicalway et al., 1997). To further define the time frame in
which transcription is established, we assayed the as- for the rRNA enhancer and promoter separated by this

distance (about 4 kb). Transcription from the recom-sembly of stable transcription complexes at short times
after injection in a template-commitment experiment bined plasmid 5, 5cat, is enhanced 8-fold compared to

the enhancerless reference, confirming that the cate-(Labhart and Reeder, 1984; Figure 2). In these experi-
ments, an enhancerless promoter is injected to initiate nanes hold the enhancer in sufficiently high local con-

centration to activate transcription.the time course (t0), and a second plasmid containing
an enhancer is injected at increasing time intervals after We next confirmed previous observations that catena-

tion per se does not affect transcription (Dunaway andthe first injection. This second plasmid has a 10- to 50-
fold transcriptional advantage when the two templates Dröge, 1989). Both the unrecombined and the catenated

forms of plasmid 6 are transcribed at the same level asare coinjected. Whenstable transcription complexes are
assembled on the enhancerless template, however, it the reference promoter (Figure 3), indicating that the

recombination and purification procedures do not ad-escapes competition.
When plasmids 1 and 2 are coinjected, the transcrip- versely affect transcription from the reporter gene. Simi-

lar results were obtained for a construct containing bothtion ratio in this experiment is about 20-fold (Figure 2).
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Figure 3. scs and scs9 Block Activation of the rRNA Promoter by
the rRNA Enhancer in Dimeric Catenanes

(A) Plasmid constructs. The scs element is indicated by an open Figure 4. Analysis of Dimeric Catenanes Containing a Single scs
triangle, and the scs9 element is indicated by a closed triangle. Other Element
symbols are described in the legend to Figure 1. (B) Transcription (A) Plasmid constructs. Symbols are described in the legend to
analysis. All plasmids and catenanes were coinjected with the indi- Figure 1.
cated reference plasmid. Quantitated transcription data for the con- (B) Quantitated transcription data. Data analysis methods are de-
structs shown in (A) is expressed as a ratio of the transcription levels scribed in the Experimental Procedures and in Figure 1. Note that
of rRNA 40:rRNA 52. As in Figure 1 and subsequent figures, values plasmid 9 and 9cat were coinjected with a reference plasmid con-
represent the average of at least three independent injection experi- taining the 40 reporter.
ments and the standard errors are shown.

the enhancer and promoter on one ring of the catenane, the presence of insulators, an enhancer can activate the
promoter only when both elements are on the sameshowing that catenation does not affect enhancer-acti-

vated transcription (2cat, data not shown). continuous DNA molecule with no interposed insulator.
With these controls in hand, we tested the effect of the

scs and scs9 insulator elements on enhancer-activated Analysis of Catenanes Containing
a Single scs Elementtranscription in plasmids 7 and 8. These enhancer-block

constructs are larger plasmids than we have previously To gain more insight into the constraints on enhancer-
activated transcription in the presence of the scs ele-tested, and the enhancers in these plasmids are more

than 4 kb from the promoter, a distance greater than ment, we made a series of plasmid constructs that con-
tain a single scs element (Figure 4). We first tested theeither the rotational or torsional persistence length of

naked DNA measured in vitro (Shore et al., 1981). En- effect of the scs on bothpromoter activity and enhancer-
activated transcription when the insulator element washancer-activated transcription in each of these unre-

combined plasmids is blocked, resulting in transcription isolated on the opposite catenane ring (Figure 4, plas-
mids 9 and 10). There is no effect on promoter activitylevels no more than 2-fold greater than the enhancerless

reference promoter. This suggests that the scs and scs9 when the scs is catenated with the 52 reporter gene
(9cat), indicating that the scs element has no effect oninsulators do not act by sterically hindering random colli-

sions betweenthe enhancer and promoter, inagreement promoter activity in trans. When plasmid 10 is recom-
bined in vitro, both the enhancer and promoter are onwith our previous results (Dunaway et al., 1997).

When plasmids 7 and 8 are recombined in vitro, the one ring with the scs on the opposite ring. Enhancer-
activated transcription actually increases in 10cat, pre-products are dimeric catenanes with the enhancer or

the promoter flanked by scs and/or scs9 elements, re- sumably because the scs element is removed from a
partial blocking position on the unrecombined plasmid.spectively. The opposite catenane ringcontains the sec-

ond transcriptional element, the promoter or enhancer. In plasmids 11 and 12, a single scs is interposed be-
tween the enhancer and the promoter, and in the cate-Enhancer-activated transcription is blocked in both

these dimeric catenanes, whether the insulators flank nanes a single scs is paired on one ring with the en-
hancer or promoter, respectively. In each case, the scsthe enhancer (7cat) or thepromoter (8cat). The insulators

therefore interfere with the ability of the enhancer to in the unrecombined plasmid partially blocks enhancer
activation; construct 11 shows 20% enhancer activityactivate transcription when it is on a separate catenane

ring. This is surprising, given the previous observations of the control and construct 12 shows 40%. When con-
struct 11 is catenated, the scs shares a ring with thethat the enhancer-block activity of the insulator is posi-

tion dependent. Apparently, the insulator imposes con- enhancer. In contrast to the case where the enhancer
is flanked by the scs9 elements, enhancer activation issiderable constraints on the activity of the enhancer. In
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scs9 elements, consistent with the data from constructs
containing a single promoter in the oocyte assay and
with results from constructs containing two promoters
in flies (Cai and Levine, 1995; Scott and Geyer, 1995;
Dunaway et al., 1997).

When constructs 13 and 14 are recombined in vitro
and assayed, the results are dramatically different from
the unrecombined plasmids. In each catenane, the en-
hancer and rRNA 52 promoter are on different rings. In
13cat, the enhancer is isolated on a ring, and in 14cat
the 52 reporter is isolated on a ring. In both catenanes,
the two reporter genes are transcribed equally, indicat-
ing that neither promoter is preferentially enhanced.
That is, the 52 promoter can be activated by the en-
hancer on the unrecombined plasmid, but not in the
catenane. We consistently observe lower overall tran-
scription levels in 13cat and 14cat. This is likely to be
because the enhancer binds xUBF, and consequently
SL1, but is unable to communicate with either promoter.
This therefore sets up the same sort of competition

Figure 5. The scs Can Modulate Enhancer Interactions with Multiple between the enhancer and promoter as when the two
Promoters elements are on separate, unlinked plasmids.
(A) Plasmid constructs.
(B) Transcription assay. The S1 nuclease assay of transcription from
one injection experiment is shown. This experiment was also done Discussion
in triplicate and quantitative results are reported in the text.

Dimeric catenane analysis addresses the mechanism
by which distant sequences come together by askinggreater in the catenane than in the unrecombined plas-

mid and equals enhancer-activated transcription in the whether a continuous DNA path between two elements
is required. The experiments presented here show thatcontrol catenane with no scs (5cat). This indicates that

a single scs on the same ring as the enhancer does not the scs and scs9 insulators prevent enhancer-activated
transcription on dimeric catenanes when either elementdetectably affect enhancer activity. However, when the

scs shares the ring containing the promoter, enhancer- is flanked by the insulators. Analysis on dimeric cate-
nanes therefore indicates that insulators can block theactivated transcription is further reduced in the cate-

nane compared to the unrecombined plasmid, showing enhancer in trans, an activity that was previously un-
known. When a single insulator element is placed on athat a single scs in cis with the promoter can partially

block the enhancer on the opposite ring. These results catenane ring opposite either a promoter or enhancer–
promoter pair, transcription is not affected, indicatingclearly show that two insulators are necessary for full

enhancer-block function either on the same DNA circle that the scs itself cannot act in trans. Results from cate-
nanes containing two promoters and two insulators fur-or on dimeric catenanes.
ther show that the enhancer is not inactivated by the
insulators, and analysis of additional catenanes con-Analysis of the scs Insulator on Plasmids

and Dimeric Catenanes Containing taining a single insulator element suggests that two
insulators are required in the catenanes for effectiveTwo Promoters

The results above examine the ability of the insulators blocking. These results show that insulators block an
enhancer from activating a promoter on a ring that isto block enhancer-activated transcription but do not

demonstrate that the blocked enhancer is competent topologically independent.
How can these results be reconciled with previousto activate transcription. We addressed this problem

by testing whether an enhancer that is prevented from observations that the enhancer-block activity of the scs
insulator is position dependent? We find it useful toactivating one promoter by scs insulators is still compe-

tent toactivate a second promoter on the same plasmid. consider the circumstances when the enhancer is per-
mitted to activate rather than focusing on blocking.In constructs 13 and 14, the rRNA 40 reporter is sepa-

rated from a single enhancer by scs and scs9 elements When insulators are present, an enhancer may activate
a promoter only when the enhancer and promoter are(Figure 5). A second promoter, rRNA 52 reporter, is also

present in these constructs on the same side of the on the same DNA segment. Furthermore, the insulators
must not be placedbetween the enhancerand promoter.plasmid with the enhancer. Therefore, the enhancer is

separated from the promoter in the 40 reporter by the Considered from this point of view, blocking in the cate-
nanes may indicate that the insulators impose a cisinsulator elements but is not separated from the pro-

moter of the 52 reporter. Transcription data for the unre- obligation on the enhancer. Because both the enhancer
and thepromoter must be ona continuous DNAsegmentcombined plasmids shows that transcription from the

rRNA 52 reporter is about 6-fold higher than from the with the insulators, this implies that there is a process
involved that requires the DNA contour between theserRNA 40 reporter in plasmid 13 (Figure 5B) and also in

plasmid 14 (data not shown). The enhancer is competent elements. Since the enhancer has no detectable inher-
ent cis preference, the insulator is necessary for thisto activate transcription in the presence of the scs and
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process. Further, the analysis of catenanes containing from the enhancer or promoter (Dorsett, 1993). Although
we have not specifically tested the importance of dis-a single scs element shows that two insulator elements

are required for full blocking activity, suggesting that tance between all the regulatory elements involved in
these experiments, the large number of plasmid con-the DNA path from insulator to insulator is important.

Our results therefore suggest that the insulators have a structs used here utilize distances between the insulator
and enhancer or promoter as small as 500 bp and asmechanism for checking DNA continuity or impart this

activity on the enhancer so that a promoter in cis can large as 4.5 kb. When we plot the distances between
the enhancer and insulator, enhancer and promoter, andbe distinguished from a promoter in trans. This interpre-

tation implicates a tracking mechanism. promoter and insulator versus blocking activity, no cor-
relation emerges with respect to blocking and distanceThe plasmid-based microinjection assayused in these

experiments necessarily focuses only on the enhancer- between elements (data not shown). Therefore, at least
in the size range studied here, the relative positionsblocking activity of the insulators and may not reflect

all the activities of these sequence elements in the chro- of the elements and not their respective distances are
crucial for enhancer blocking activity.mosome. Given this limitation, the oocyte assay never-

theless shows that someaspects of chromosomal struc- We have previously suggested that the insulator could
be viewed as a positive regulatory element that partici-ture are not necessary for theenhancer-blocking activity

of these elements. First, the idea that insulators function pates in pairing the correct enhancer and promoter,
rather than solely as an element that blocks inappropri-by tethering or physically constraining the DNA is un-

likely given the results from the dimeric catenane experi- ate enhancer-activated transcription (Dunaway et al.,
1997). Although our idea of direct interaction betweenments. We find that when either the enhancer or the

promoter is flanked by the scs and/or the scs9 insulator the enhancer and insulator giving directionality to the
latter is not well supported by the dimeric catenaneelements on one ring of thedimeric catenane, enhancer-

activated transcription does not occur. If tethering oc- analysis, the catenane data is consistent with the idea
that the insulator plays an active role in specifying thecurred through the scs element, the transcriptional ele-

ment on the opposite catenane ring without insulator activity of the enhancer, rather than acting as a barrier
to the it.elements would not be constrained. We would expect

then that enhancer-activated transcription would occur,
unless there is additional steric hindrance on the scs Experimental Procedures
catenanes that is not detected in the enhancer–promoter

Template Constructioncatenanes. The existence of additional steric barriers
Simplified maps of the plasmids used in this study are shown inseems unlikely given that enhancer activity is not blocked
Figure 6. Plasmids 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 14 are derived fromwhen a single scs is on the same ring as the enhancer.
the plasmid 5, pPD40E (Dunaway and Dröge, 1989). This plasmid

Previous experiments showing that FLP recombinase contains direct repeats of the Tn3 resolvase recombination site and
can recombine a plasmid containing scs elements in direct repeats of the phage l int recombinase sites (not shown in
the oocyte also suggest that the insulator elements do the figure). Briefly, one EcoRI site in parent plasmid pAB7.0D was

removed by digestion with EcoRI, trimming with T4 DNA polymerasenot prevent interaction between distant DNA sites by
and ligation. One of the NdeI sites was replaced by a KpnI linker.physically constraining or sequestering the DNA.
The resulting plasmid has a single EcoRI site and a single KpnI site.The results from these experiments also argue against
Constructs 8 and 13 are based on the plasmid pMA2350 (Stark et

chromatin structure as a predominant feature in insula- al., 1989). The 760 bp rRNA reporters 40 and 52 and the rRNA
tor activity. We showed that transcriptional activation enhancer have been previously described (Labhart and Reeder,
occurs within 4 min after injection, before separation of 1984; Krebs and Dunaway, 1996). These reporter genes have a full

promoter extending to 2240. The scs9 fragment used is the EcoRI-the catenanes into product rings by topoisomerase II
BamHI fragment used in previous studies (Kellum and Schedl, 1991;and long before chromatin assembly is complete. Fur-
Dunaway et al., 1997). The scs fragment used in these constructsther, we measured enhancer-activated transcription
is a 680 bp fragment containing nucleotides 850–1530 of the original

from plasmids that contained one promoter separated 1.8 kb scs (Kellum and Schedl, 1991; Dunaway et al., 1997). This
from a second promoter and enhancer by scs and scs9 deletion contains the DNase I–hypersensitive regions and resistant
elements. In this unrecombined plasmid, the enhancer core, and has enhancer-blocking activity equal to that of the entire

scs in the oocyte assay (Dunaway et al., 1997). All plasmids werepreferentially activates the promoter that is not sepa-
maintained in either HWB189 or HB101, strains of E. coli that dorated by scs elements. Therefore, the enhancer is com-
not contain endogenous Tn3 or gd resolvase.petent to activate the promoter. In dimeric catenanes

of these plasmids, the enhancer could activate neither
Preparation of Catenanespromoter. Although we cannot formally exclude the par-
All catenanes used in this study are singly interlinked catenanesticipation of chromatin structure in scs activity, a model
generated by in vitro recombination using purified Tn3 resolvase.

proposing that changes in the chromatin structure be- Tn3 resolvase was purified essentially as described (Liu and Wang,
tween the scs and other regulatory elements play a 1987; Hatfull et al., 1989). Preparative recombination reactions con-
dominant role in scs function would necessarily invoke tained 20 mg of DNA in 10 mM MgCl2, 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 175

mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, and Tn3 resolvase at an approximate ratioa specialized chromatin assembly process concomitant
of 175 ng resolvase per mg of DNA, in a final volume of 200 ml. Afterwith transcription to be consistent with our results.
15 min on ice, reactions were incubated at 378C for 1 hr. BecauseThe effect of distance between the insulator elements
this reaction does not scale up well, 5–10 reactions with 20 mg of

and either the enhancer or promoter has not been sys- plasmid each were performed for each plasmid. Resolvase was
tematically studied for any known insulator, although inactivated by incubating at 708C for 10 min.
the su(Hw) binding sites can clearly block enhancer- In vitro recombination yields a mixtureof recombined and parental

products. Since Tn3 resolvase requires a supercoiled substrate, anyactivated transcription from sites that are very distant
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approximately 2-fold lower activation seen in singly interlinked cate-
nanes compared to unrecombined parent or to multiply intertwined
catenanes is consistently observed, and is probably due to the
higher rate of decatenation of the singly linked catenanes in the
oocyte (Dunaway, 1990). This level of activation is sufficient to allow
us to perform enhancer-blocking experiments, and singly interlinked
catenanes were used in all experiments reported here because of
the ease of preparation and purity of the catenanes. We detect no
difference in decatenation rate for plasmids containing scs or scs9

elements (data not shown).

Oocyte Injection and Transcription Analysis
Xenopus oocytes were microinjected with a reference and experi-
mental plasmid in their circular forms. Approximately 20 nl of a
solution containing 1 ng of each competing template and 50 mg/ml
a-amanitin was injected into each oocyte nucleus. Between 50 and
60 oocytes were injected for each sample. Transcripts were allowed
to accumulate overnight, except as noted, and the surviving oocytes
(80% or greater) were collected and pooled the following day. The
oocytes were homogenized in a buffer containing 1% SDS, 100
mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 20 mM EDTA, and 0.1 mg/ml
proteinase K. The mixture was incubated at378 for 30 min and phenol
extracted, and the nucleic acids were precipitated with ethanol. The
precipitate was resuspended in 10 ml sterile TE buffer/oocyte and
used in all subsequent assays without further purification.

Single-stranded, end-labeled probes that are specific for each of
the two competing templates were prepared and hybridized with
an equivalent of 5 oocytes from each injection sample. After hybrid-
ization, the samples were treated with S1 nuclease, and the reaction
was stopped by addition of excess EDTA. DNAs were ethanol pre-
cipitated and electrophoresed on an 8% acrylamide, Tris-borate/
urea gel. Template ratios were confirmed by Southern blots for each
oocyte injection experiment.

To determine the transcriptional ratios from competing templates,
both S1 nuclease protection assays and Southern blots were quanti-Figure 6. Plasmid Constructs
tated on a Molecular Dynamics Phosphorimager. Transcription val-

Simplified maps of the constructs used in this study are shown. ues were corrected for both the template concentrations and for the
Plasmid sizes are drawn to scale, and symbols for the enhancer, specific activity of the individual S1 probes. Relative transcription is
reporters, and insulators are approximately to scale. Symbols are given by the ratio of experimental to reference transcription levels.
those used in Figures 1 and 3. Bold arrows lying onthe circle indicate
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